CHAPTER V
CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

Based on the research result of the eleventh grade students of SMK NU Pekauman in academic 2015/2016 about teaching Vocabulary (English for Automotive) by using drill technique, it got the conclusion as follows:

1. The drill techniques are used by the teacher in teaching English for specific purposes of vocabulary are repetition drill, individual drill, chorus drill and transformation drill.

2. The teacher use pre activity, while activity, and post activity in teaching and learning vocabulary process. Before teaching, teacher prepared all of that is related to lesson today, such as media, material, warning up etc. There were some stages in teaching vocabulary (automotive) by using drill technique, namely a) Brainstorming b) while the activity the teacher explained more about the material in teaching vocabulary by using media such as picture, dialogue, passage, conversation, short text related to automotive program c) the students listen the explanation about the rules of drill and then the model, the students practice them model by themselves, the teacher read the vocabulary and the students repeated it d) evaluation toward drill technique by giving test such as multiple choice, close test, picture, chance the sentence etc e) post the activity the teacher summarized the
lesson and remembered again about vocabulary by using drill technique.

3. The students’ responses about using drill technique in teaching English for Specific Purposes of vocabulary at the eleventh grade students of SMK NU Pekauman academic year 2015/2016 are happy, enjoyable, enthusiastic, and interesting. But this technique can not be used continuously, because the students would feel bored with the same technique and they should be given different technique.

B. Suggestion

1. For the headmaster, the writer hopes that they will improve the facilities of the school, for example book that is related to automotive program and also media that support it.

2. For the English teacher of SMK NU Pekauman, it is suggested that the teacher be more creative and innovative when she teaches English especially vocabulary using drill technique, there are many kinds of drill technique that can teacher use to teach so that not too monotonious.

3. For the students, they should study hard at home especially have to mastery many automotive vocabulary and improve another skill such as listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Do not forget to always bring dictionary.